The relative infectivity of the new UK variant of SARS-CoV-2
Key points
 A new variant, B.1.1.7, of the SARS-CoV-2 virus has recently spread rapidly in England
 The public health agency's best estimate of B.1.1.7's weekly growth rate advantage is 1.51x
 They mis-convert this in a reproduction number ratio of 1.47; converting appropriately gives 1.25
 Confident claims by the UK government scientific advisers that the higher growth of B.1.1.7 is
due to increased transmissibility are misplaced; it could be partly of wholly due to other factors
 B.1.1.7 has not shown a greater growth rate advantage than two previous variants did, both of
which are now thought to have no greater transmissibility than previously existing variants
 There is little evidence that B.1.1.7 is more virulent, or likely to be resistant to existing vaccines
Introduction
The apparent rapid growth in England of a new variant of the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes
COVID-19 has led to dire warnings by those advising the UK government. Their advice suggested
only that the new variant was more transmissible (more infective), not that it was more virulent
(causes more serious illness). Nevertheless, it resulted in swift (many would say panicky) actions
first by the UK government and then by governments of many other countries. The UK government
imposed further restrictions on people's freedom to mix and to move, while other countries banned
travellers from the UK. Many millions of people in the UK had to cancel their plans for the
Christmas holiday at very short notice, in addition to having their freedoms further curtailed
thereafter. In this article I examine to what extent the advice that led to these damaging government
actions was justified.
The new strain, B.1.1.7, and its spread in the UK
The UK government agency Public Health England (PHE) termed the new variant VUI-202012/01,
and now VUC-202012/01, but I shall refer to it by the scientific name given to its lineage, B.1.1.7
(Rambaut et al.)1, or just as "the new variant". The lineage involves 8 amino acid changes (6
mutations and 2 deletions)2 in the gene for the important spike protein, along with 9 amino acid
changes3 in genes for other proteins. The lineage has sometimes been referred to just by the name of
the best known mutation it possesses, N501Y, but doing so is to be avoided as there are other
variants that also have this mutation.
Rambaut et al. have this to say about the new lineage:
The B.1.1.7 lineage carries a larger than usual number of virus genetic changes. The accrual of
14 lineage-specific amino acid replacements prior to its detection is, to date, unprecedented in
the global virus genomic data for the COVID-19 pandemic.
They also identify three of the mutations in particular (including N501Y) as being suspected of
having potential biological effects.
B.1.1.7 was first detected in SARS-CoV-2 sequenced from a sample collected in south-east England
on 20 September 2020, since when the cluster of cases has grown rapidly and spread to other
locations. The UK sequences many more SARS-CoV-2 genomes than any other nation, and more
than the rest of Europe combined, so the fact that B.1.17 was first detected in the UK does not
necessarily imply that it originated there. The lineage has also been detected in several other
countries and may well now be widespread.
Growth of the B.1.1.7 lineage in the UK can be tracked in sequencing data uploaded to GISAID. I
used the COVID-CG processing facility4 to select each day's sequences with all eight B1.1.7 spike
gene mutations.5 As the daily data were noisy and few sequences were dated after 12 December
2020, I took 7-day moving averages, centred up to 9 December. Figure 1 shows the resulting
proportion of all UK sequences represented by the B.1.1.7 lineage since its first emergence. It should
be noted that the proportion of non-B.1.1.7 sequences represented by the areas in which B.1.1.7 first

grew to prominence may have increased over time, resulting in the growth shown overstating how
fast it grew in individual areas or in the UK as a whole.

Figure 1. The proportion of all SARS-CoV-2 genomes sequenced in the UK made up by the B.1.1.7 lineage

The higher growth rate of B.1.1.7
A PHE report published on 21 December 20206 presents epidemiological evidence about the growth
rate of B.1.1.7 relative to non-B.1.1.7 lineages. By using a proxy marker for B.1.1.77 they were able
to utilise data from a significant proportion of the UK 'pillar 2' testing programme. Doing so
provided a much larger dataset than that of sequenced SARS-CoV-2 genomes, and enabled
stratification of weekly data for each of 42 NHS "STP" areas. Figure 2 reproduces Figure 1 of the
PHE document, which shows the multiplicative advantage in weekly growth rates of B.1.1.7 cases
(the ratio of B.1.1.7 to non-B.1.1.7 week t+1 cases divided by week t cases). The x-axis is for the
B.1.1.7 proxy, S gene test negative. The week stated is the base week, so the yellow points reflect
ratios of week 49 (week ending 5 December) cases to week 48 cases.

Figure 2. Empirical data analysis of the multiplicative advantage in weekly growth rates. Each point
represents the ratio of weekly growth rates between B.1.17 [VOC] and non-B.1.1.7 for an NHS England STP
area and week, based on the pillar 2 data shown in Figure S1 of the PHE report. Colours and shapes
differentiate calendar weeks. Numbers above 1 show a multiplicative advantage. The blue line represents the
mean value for a particular frequency, and the grey lines the 95% envelope. Scatter at low frequencies largely
reflects statistical noise due to low counts.

When the new variant represents a small proportion of total cases (under ~ 25%, say), the proxy used
is less satisfactory, and there is also a lot of scatter. Nevertheless, the variant's proxy-based mean
multiplicative advantage (ratio) in weekly growth is remarkably independent of its relative
prevalence. That supports PHE's methodology, although the week 48 data suggests that the
multiplicative advantage might decline once the variant makes up more than ~25% of the total cases.
PHE compute from this data a mean multiplicative advantage in weekly growth of 1.51 for B.1.1.7.
By assuming a fixed generation interval of 6.5 days, they convert this into a reproduction number
(Rt) multiplicative advantage of 1.47 for B.1.1.7 relative to other variants,.
PHE also estimated the effect of B.1.1.7 on Rt using genomic (sequencing) data for the same areas
and weeks. They estimated an additive effect on Rt of 0.57, or 0.74 when the effect was allowed to
vary between areas. PHE also estimated the effect on Rt using the PCR test S gene proxy data,
adjusted for specificity (which is poor when the S gene negative proportion is low). Their estimates
of the additive effect on Rt using that data were 0.52, or 0.60 when the effect was allowed to vary
between areas. Using a Bayesian regression model their estimate of the effect was 0.56. However,
since any biological difference in infectivity would be expected to cause a multiplicative effect on Rt,
and Rt was varying during the analysis period, an estimated additive effect on Rt is less useful and
also liable to be less accurate than a multiplicative estimate. In addition all these estimates involve
more complicated statistical models, further assumptions and estimates of other variables. I therefore
prefer their estimated multiplicative advantage of 1.51 (for weekly growth, prior to conversion to Rt
scale), which is directly derived from underlying data. This is equivalent to a logarithmic daily
growth rate advantage of 0.059.
Other evidence regarding the faster growth of B.1.1.7
A meeting of the NERVTAG8 committee – which advises the government on the threat posed by
new and emerging respiratory viruses – on the new variant took place on the 18 December 2020. The
minutes9 refer to an estimate from genomic data of a growth rate 71% higher than other variants;
none of the documents that was considered by the committee contained such an estimate. It appears
from the minutes of a subsequent meeting on 21 December 202010 that this was one of several
undocumented estimates from NERVTAG member Professor Neil Ferguson of Imperial College. An
alternative regression estimate that he apparently presented indicated that lineage B.1.1.7 had a Rt
0.39 higher than non-variant lineages from early November to early December. This is presumably
an additive effect estimate, and is noticeably lower than PHE's estimates using much the same
method. Two other estimates stated in the minutes to be from Professor Ferguson both appear to
actually be slightly misstated versions of the PHE estimate of a multiplicative Rt advantage of 1.47
for B.1.1.7.
The minutes of a further NERVTAG meeting the 21 December also mention a London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine estimate that B.1.1.7 was 56% more transmissible (a multiplicative
advantage of 1.56 in Rt value). This estimate is documented in a preprint (Davies et al.11). The
authors use a Subjective Bayesian method to fit a highly complex model with many probabilistic
parameters, some fixed and others estimated. This is a far from robust, and quite possibly inherently
biased, method of estimating the relative transmission rate. Moreover, they appear to use less
informative data, broken down geographically only by the 7 NHS regions, not (as PHE used) by the
42 NHS STP areas. The use of less informative data implies that, even if they had employed a robust
method, their estimates would be expected to be inherently less reliable than the PHE estimate. The
uncertainty ranges of their estimates – which include a 99%+ confidence interval of 1.49x to 1.57x
for the South East12 region – appear to be quite unrealistically narrow, given the substantial
uncertainties that exist. That casts further doubt on the realism of their estimates.
Finally, the NERVTAG 21 December meeting also considered a University of Edinburgh (Andrew
Rambaut) phylogenetic estimate based on genetic sequences from Kent and London, that Rt was 1.57
or 1.72 depending on the time window used. Since no comparative Rt estimate for non-B.1.1.7
variants is mentioned in the meeting minutes, it is not possible to infer from this an estimate of the
relative transmission rate of the new variant.

I conclude that the other evidence considered by NERVTAG is less robust and less useful than the
PHE estimate of a multiplicative advantage in weekly growth of 1.51.
Why the faster growth of B.1.1.7 need not be due to increased transmissibility
While the evidence that the B.1.1.7 lineage has grown faster than other lineages in England over the
two months or so to early/mid-December seems robust, one cannot infer biological properties of a
virus from limited epidemiological data only. The apparent rapid spread of this new variant might be
due to founder effects and super-spreader events rather than, or in addition to, increased
transmissibility (higher infectivity).
It is instructive in this regard to consider two other lineages/variants that also had a period of
exceptionally fast growth and, in one case, came to be totally dominant in most countries.
The G clade: spike gene mutation D614G
The D614G mutation arose early in the epidemic, emerging in Europe in February, and the G614
variant undoubtedly spread faster in most locations than D614. In very many countries, areas and
cities it went from representing a minority of infections to being the dominant variant within a period
of month or so. Since July 2020 it has accounted for approaching 100% of new infections in most
countries and in all continents.
In the light of D614G becoming and remaining so dominant, it is unsurprising that a paper in August
(Korber et al.13) argued that the D614G mutation increases transmissibility, citing several pieces of
evidence:
 the consistency of increase [in frequency of G614] across geographic regions.
 the D614 form did not persist in many locations where the G614 form was introduced into the
ongoing well-established D614 epidemics, as would be expected if the two forms were
equally likely to propagate.
 the increase in G614 frequency often continued well after national stay-at-home orders
[lockdowns] were in place, when serial reseeding from travellers was likely to be reduced
significantly.
In addition to that epidemiological evidence, the authors also noted that increased transmissibility of
G614 was consistent with other studies that suggested associations with increased infectivity in
vitro14 15, and with their own finding of an association with higher viral loads in vivo. Moreover,
another paper (Li, Q et al16) reported higher antigenicity for G614.
Most of Korber's arguments are also fairly applicable to evidence suggesting that B.1.1.7 may be
more transmissible. However, a more recent paper in Nature (van Dorp et al.17) found "no evidence
for significantly more transmissible lineages of SARS-CoV-2 due to recurrent mutations", including
D614G (B.1.1.7 had not been identified by the end of the study period). This shows that, even after a
new strain has become dominant, conclusions about its relative transmissibility drawn from
epidemiological and indirect biological evidence may turn out to be wrong.
The 20A.EU1variant: spike mutation A222V
The 20A.EU1 variant, which involves spike gene mutation A222V, emerged in Spain in early
summer 2020. It rapidly spread to other European countries, where it typically grew faster than non20A.EU1 variants. Figure 3 plots the logarithmic daily growth rate of sequences with the A222V
mutation in the UK, relative to those without it, over the two months to mid-September. Over that
period the ratio of A222V to non-A222V new sequences grew from under 0.02 to 0.67. The mean
logarithmic daily growth rate was 0.061 – a weekly multiplicative advantage of 1.53 – with
essentially no trend. That multiplicative advantage is effectively identical to the 1.51 estimate by
PHE for B.1.1.7 using data from mid-October to mid-December.

Figure 3. The logarithmic daily growth rate of the 7-day moving average of new sequences with the A222V
mutation in the UK, relative to those without it, over the two months to 12 September 2020.

However, in the autumn the relative frequency of new A222V sequences stopped increasing in a
number of countries, without – as D614G did – achieving total and continuous dominance (Figure 4).
In the UK the A20.EU1 variant reached some 70% of all new sequences by the end of October, but it
has since declined in relative frequency, as it has also done in Belgium, Germany and Switzerland.

Figure 4. The proportion during 2020 of weekly new SARS-CoV-2 sequences in ten European countries that
have the A222V mutation (implying they are the A20.EU1 variant)

Notwithstanding the rapid growth of the 20A.EU1 variant in many European countries during the
summer and/or autumn, a November 2020 preprint paper about 20A.EU1 concluded: "We find no
evidence of increased transmissibility of this variant, but instead demonstrate how rising incidence in
Spain, resumption of travel across Europe, and lack of effective screening and containment may
explain the variant's success".18
Overestimation of effect on Rt of possible increased transmissibility
Supposing that the higher growth rate to date of the B.1.1.7 lineage were all due to higher
transmissibility, what effect would this have on the current reproduction number, Rt? That will
depend on what Rt is and on the mean generation interval and its probability distribution. The longer
the generation interval, the higher Rt required to produce a given growth rate. In the 21 December
PHE publication, their estimate of the multiplicative advantage in weekly growth rate (of 1.51) is
converted to a multiplicative advantage in Rt of 1.47 by assuming a fixed generation interval of 6.5
days: 1.47 = 1.51^(6.5/7).
However, PHE's conversion formula is not justified, for two reasons:
 the generation interval is not fixed; and
 recent estimates of the mean generation interval are well below 6.5 days.
Most estimates of the generation interval (the period from one person being infected to them
infecting another person) are in fact estimates of the serial interval (the period from the symptom
onset in one person to symptom onset in a person they infect), since the time of infection is not
observable. The generation interval can be validly estimated by combining probabilistic estimates of
the serial interval and the incubation period (from infection to symptom onset). However, simply
treating a probabilistic serial interval estimate as representing the generation interval distribution, as
is typically done, is unsatisfactory.
PHE give no source for their assumption of a 6.5 days generation interval, but they could be
following the Imperial College team, who used (in Flaxman et al.19) a generation interval with a 6.5
days mean, stating it was estimated by Bi et al.20. In fact, Bi et al. estimated the serial interval, not
the generation interval, and fitted a gamma probability distribution with a mean of 6.3 days.
However, their data included cases where the infecting individual did not isolate from others until
long after symptom onset. Bi et al. found that if the infected individual was isolated less than three
days after symptom onset, which would normally be the case in the UK now, the average serial
interval was only 3.6 days.
Knight and Mishra (2020)21 show that, to avoid overestimating the serial interval, it needs to be fitted
to a probability distribution that, unlike the gamma distribution used by Bi et al., permits negative
values (which are observed in a non-negligible proportion of cases). They consider a number of
estimates examined in a review article of the incubation period and the serial interval, selecting the
only serial interval estimate based on a negative-permitting probability distribution that had a large
sample size (nearly ten times as large as that in Bi et al.), and the incubation period estimate that was
based on the largest sample. Their resulting generation interval estimate has a mean of 3.99 days and
a standard deviation of 2.96 days.22
Davies et al. say that their complex Bayesian model, which estimated a multiplicative advantage of
1.56 in Rt value using a fairly long generation interval, fitted less well when they used a shorter
interval. However, it seems probable that the main reason they obtain a poor fit to the relative growth
in the new variant during lockdown with a shorter generation interval is that their model greatly
overestimates the effect of the November lockdown. 23
Using the Knight and Mishra estimated distribution for the generation interval, and the correct
conversion formula,24 the PHE estimate of the B.1.1.7 lineage's multiplicative advantage in weekly
growth rate of 1.51 corresponds to a multiplicative advantage in Rt of 1.25.25 That is only about half
the multiplicative advantage of 1.47 estimated by PHE.26 It implies that less extensive and severe
measures would be required to prevent exponential growth of infections given the emergence of

B.1.1.7 than is implied by the PHE estimate of a 1.47 multiplicative advantage in Rt, even if the
observed multiplicative advantage in weekly growth rate of B.1.1.7 to mid-December is entirely
caused by it being more transmissible.
The new South African variant
A new SARS-CoV-2 lineage that also involves a N501Y spike gene mutation, and a number of other
mutations (differing from those in B.1.1.7), has recently emerged in South Africa, as described by
Tegally et al.27, who term it 501Y.V2. They say that genomic data, showing the rapid displacement
of other lineages, suggest that this lineage may be associated with increased transmissibility.
However, the limited evidence available so far is insufficient to justify the alarmist comments from
the UK government health minister, that “This new variant is highly concerning because it is yet
more transmissible and it appears to have mutated further than the new variant discovered in the
UK”.28 As a professor of molecular virology at the University of Nottingham stated, the mutation
involved has been seen before, we have no idea whether it impacts on virus transmissibility, and we
should avoid panicking at this point.29
Conclusions
The G clade and 20A.EU1 examples illustrate that apparently strong epidemiological evidence of a
higher growth rate of a new variant over considerable period, even where it leads to apparently
permanent dominance, and notwithstanding it being accompanied by evidence suggesting that the
variant is associated with higher viral loads, does not enable a valid conclusion that the variant has
higher transmissibility than existing variants. Such evidence may be suggestive of higher
transmissibility, but it does not reliably demonstrate it.
Despite this, the NERVTAG committee concluded with moderate confidence on 18 December that
the new variant "demonstrates a substantial increase in transmissibility compared to other variants"
and at their 21 December meeting went further and expressed high confidence that "B.1.1.7 can
spread faster than other SARS-CoV-2 virus variants currently circulating in the UK". While
admitting that the underlying cause of faster spread was unclear, the causative factors that they
suggested related exclusively to higher transmissibility. It is not surprising, given that NERVTAG's
confident conclusions are not justified by the facts, that a number of experts in the UK and other
countries have disputed them30 or expressed contrary views,31 32 33 Unsurprisingly, the mainstream
media are reporting, incorrectly, that B.1.1.7 has been proven to possess substantially increased
transmissibility.
I have argued that the estimate by PHE of a multiplicative weekly growth advantage of 1.51 for
B.1.1.7 is, for several reasons, more robust and accurate than the other available estimates. I have
shown that, even if the higher growth to date of B.1.1.7 were due entirely to increased
transmissibility, it would correspond to a multiplicative advantage in Rt of only 1.25, half as high an
advantage as calculated by PHE using an inappropriate conversion formula.
There is no evidence to date that B.1.1.7 is any more any virulent than existing strains, nor that it will
be resistant to the vaccines that have been developed. Expert opinion appears to be that neither of
these are likely to be the case.34
These findings imply that B.1.1.7 does not currently appear to represent a serious increase in the
menace posed by SARS-CoV-2, even in the worst case that its higher observed growth rate is
entirely due to increased transmissibility. In the best case, its higher growth rate will turn out not to
spring to any extent from increased transmissibility, as now appears to be the case with the G clade
and 20A.EU1 variant.
Accordingly, it is difficult to see that imposing drastic measures to slow transmission, further
reducing economic activity, social activity and peoples freedom, are justified by the current evidence
regarding the emerging B.1.1.7 lineage.
However, as further evidence becomes available it could strengthen, or weaken, the case that the
emergence of B.1.1.7 represents a serious development. It is important that the UK authorities start to

release, on a daily basis and at local authority area or finer level, all available data on cases of the
new strain, as indicated by the 'S gene negative' proxy and any other method. At present they are
keeping this information non-public, which makes it impossible for independent researchers properly
to assess on a timely basis, and if necessary challenge, what may be mistaken conclusions. Moreover,
it is highly desirable that no SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19 related report or study should hereafter be
considered by the government or its advisers unless it is accompanied by a link at which all the data
used is available.
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we're not at this point knowing enough about it to really be scared in the sense that it's a different order of
magnitude, that it's going to be a major threat moving forward." https://health.wusf.usf.edu/npr-health/202012-21/new-coronavirus-variant-found-in-u-k-what-does-it-mean-for-the-world
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Dr Nusrat Homaira, Respiratory Epidemiologist, UNSW Sydney. "There is modest evidence suggesting that
this new variant of Sars-CoV-2 is more transmissible, and is speculated to be the reason for the recent
increase in the number of Covid-19 cases in London, South East, and East of England regions."
https://www.dhakatribune.com/opinion/op-ed/2020/12/24/the-new-variant-of-the-sars-cov-2-what-it-allmeans
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Dr Julian Tang, Honorary Associate Professor/Clinical Virologist, University of Leicester, said: "We are not
seeing any increased virulence (clinical severity) or any gross changes in the S (spike protein) that will
reduce vaccine effectiveness – so far." https://www.sciencemediacentre.org/expert-reaction-to-briefsummary-of-nervtag-opinion-from-the-nervtag-meeting-on-sars-cov-2-variant-under-investigation-vui202012-01/

